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According to the regulations 
established by the National 
Communications Commission: 
 
"Low-power radio frequency 
equipment, certified through 
inspection, must not be modified in 
terms of frequency, increased power, 
or alterations to the original design 
features and functions without 
approval. The use of low-power radio 
frequency equipment should not 
compromise aviation safety or 
interfere with lawful communication. 
In the event of interference, 
immediate cessation is required, and 
usage may only resume after 
resolving the interference issues. 
'Lawful communication' refers to 
wireless radio communication 
conducted in accordance with the 
Telecommunications Management 
Act. Low-power radio frequency 
equipment must tolerate 
interference from lawful 
communication or radioelectric 
appliances used for industrial, 
scientific, and medical purposes." 

 
▼ Disclaimer 
 
- The specifications and information 
contained in this manual are for reference 
only, and the content and information are 
subject to change without prior notice. 
- If other product or company names 
appear in the content of the manual, they 
are only used to describe the product 
description, and there is no intention of 
infringement. 
- Nugens reserves the right to update this 
disclaimer at any time and shall not be 
liable for any damage or compensation 
caused by issues beyond our control or 
improper use. 
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▼ Warnings and Precautions 
 
- The installation and use of this product 
must strictly abide by the electrical safety 
regulations of the country and the region of 
use. 
- The main body of this product and the 
remote control have built-in batteries, 
please recycle, or scrap them according to 
national regulations. 
- This product contains small parts. Please 
do not place it in areas where children can 
easily access it. 

 
▼ Instructions 
 
- After taking out the product, install it 
according to the installation manual. 
- Please keep it away from heat sources and 
humid environments. 
- Product performance may vary in different 
environments. 

 
▼ Safety Instructions 
 
Before using this product, please read and 
follow the instructions below to ensure safe 
operation. 
- Please use the charging cable provided by 
the original factory to avoid damage to the 
product. 
- Do not attempt to repair or disassemble 
any components of this product by yourself, 
otherwise it may cause product damage or 
personal injury, and will also invalidate the 
warranty of this product. 
- Before cleaning this product, unplug the 
charging cable and turn off the power first. 
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Overview 
 

[ Appearance ] 
 

 
 
[ Specification ] 
 

Type Active, Bluetooth 
Pairing 

Bluetooth 
Name 

Nugens Pencil 

Bluetooth 
Version 

5.3 

Pen Size L 166 x Φ8.9mm 

Tip Size Φ1.5mm 

Pen Weight 13.71g 

Materials Pen/ Pen Tip: POM 

Charging Dual Mode: Magnetic 
Wireless Charging and 
Type-C Wire Charging  

Power 
(Input) 

3.7V 

Battery Polymer Lithium-ion 
Battery 125mAh 

Color White 

Power 
Button 

Physical Button 

Indicator 
LED Light 

YES 

Indicator 
Status 

Power On: blue light is 
always on 
Charging: red light flashes 
Full Charging: the green 
light will be on for 30 secs 
then it will turn off 
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Compatible 
Models for 
Magnetic 
Charging 

iPad Mini 6  8.3" 
(A2567/A2568/A2569) 
---------------------------------- 
iPad Air 4  10.9" 
(A2316/A2324/A2325/A207
2) 
iPad Air 5  10.9" 
(A2588/A2589/A2591) 
---------------------------------- 
iPad Pro  11" 
(A1980/A2013/A1934/A197
9/ 
A2228/A2068/A2030/A223
1) 
iPad Pro 3  12.9" 
(A1876/A2014/A1895/A198
3) 
iPad Pro 3  11" 
(A2377/A2459/A2301/A246
0) 
iPad Pro 4  12.9" 
(A2229/A2069/A2232/A223
3) 
iPad Pro 4  11" 
(A2759/A2435/A2761/A276
2) 
iPad Pro 5  12.9" 
(A2378/A2461/A2379/A246
2) 
iPad Pro 6  12.9" 
(A2436/A2764/A2437/A276
6) 

Charging 
Time 

Wireless: 2-4 hours 
Type-C: 90 mins 

Working 
Time 

At least 11 hours 

Standby 
Mode 

Auto turn off after 5 
mins 

Physical 
Button 
Function 

Click it Once: Return to 
Home Screen 
Double Click:  
Execute Multitasking 
Window 
Long Press: Turn 
On/Turn Off Stylus 
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Compatible 
Devices 

iPad6 9.7" 
(A1893/A1954) 
iPad7 10.2" 
(A2197/A2198/A2200) 
iPad8 10.2" 
(A2270/A2428/A2429/A
2430) 
iPad9 10.2" 
(A2602/A2604/A2603/A
2605) 
iPad10 10.9" 
(A2696/A2757/A2777) 
------------------------------ 
iPad mini5 7.9" 
(A2133/A2124/A2126/A
2125) 
iPad mini6 8.3" 
(A2567/A2568/A2569) 
------------------------------ 
iPad air3 10.5" 
(A2152/A2123/A2153/A
2154) 
iPad air4 10.9" 
(A2316/A2324/A2325/A
2072) 
iPad air 5 10.9" 
(A2588/A2589/A2591) 
------------------------------- 
iPad pro 11" 
(A1980/A2013/A1934/A
1979/A2228/A2068/A2
030/A2231) 
iPad pro3 12.9" 
(A1876/A2014/A1895/A
1983) 
iPad pro3 11" 
(A2377/A2459/A2301/A
2460) 
iPad pro4 12.9" 
(A2229/A2069/A2232/A
2233) 
iPad pro4 11" 
(A2759/A2435/A2761/A
2762) 
iPad pro 5 12.9" 
(A2378/A2461/A2379/A
2462) 
iPad pro6 12.9 
"(A2436/A2764/A2437/
A2766) 
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Package 
Contents 

Stylus x 1 
Type-C Cable x 1 
Extra Tip x 1 
Manual x 1 

 
Instructions 

 
Thank you for purchasing the SL-B2 iPad 
Magnetic Type-C Dual-Mode Charging 
Stylus. 
 
- Before using the stylus, please make sure 
that there is sufficient power. 
This product requires Bluetooth pairing for 
full functionality before use. 
- Please use a compatible device for 
Bluetooth pairing and charging. Please refer 
to the product specification sheet for 
compatible devices. 
 
 
1. Stylus On: Hold the touch button for 3 
secs to turn on the stylus, and the blue light 
will stay on continuously, indicating that it 
can be used normally. 
Stylus Off: Hold the touch button for 3 secs, 
and the indicator light will go off, indicating 
that the power has been turned off. 

 Note: In the power-on state, it will 
auto turn off after 5 minutes to go to 
Standby Mode. 
 
2. After turning on the iPad’s Bluetooth, 
“Nugens Pencil” appears on the iPad. After 
the pairing is completed, full functionality 
can be used with this product. 

 Note 1: When the stylus is in use and 
done Bluetooth pairing, the indicator light 
is always in blue. 

 Note 2: While you can use it without 
pairing, please note that without Bluetooth 
pairing, functionalities such as checking the 
battery on iPad and using the physical 
button will be unavailable. 
 
3. When connected to Bluetooth, place the 
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magnetic surface of the stylus on the iPad 
to charge it magnetically. 
 

      

 Note 1: When charging, the indicator 
light will flash in red. 
When the charging is done, the indicator 
light will turn green color for 30 secs, then 
the light will go off.  
 
Note 2: After the Bluetooth pairing is 
completed, the iPad will display the battery. 
 
4. Type-C Charging: When the Type-C 
charging cable is connected to the stylus 
charging port, the charging process initiates 
with a flashing red indicator. Once charging 
is complete, the stylus green light remains 
steady for 30 seconds before the indicator 
turns off. 
 

 
 
5. To replace the tip, turn the detachable 
tip counterclockwise out and install the 
replacement tip clockwise. 
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 Note: Please use the replacement tip 
provided by Nugens to avoid leading to 
subsequent adverse effects. 

 
 
Frequently Asked Questions 
 

 The stylus cannot power on. 
 
1. Check if the battery is too low or 
depleted. 
2. Verify if the power-on operation is being 
performed correctly. 
 

 The stylus is unresponsive. 
1. Verify if the iPad is compatible with the 
stylus. 
2. Please use the original manufacturer's 
stylus tip. 
 

 There is discontinuity in 
calligraphy or painting. 
1. Check if the stylus tip is securely 
fastened. 
2. Verify if the stylus tip is worn out and 
needs to be replaced with a new 
replacement tip. 
3. Restart the iPad again. 
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  Official website: 
https://www.nugenstech.com 
Email: sales@nugenstech.com 
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